Halal Certifiers

(Additions and Corrections Welcome: Send to jmr9@cornell.edu
Certification Agencies in all CAPITALS: www.verifyhalal.com)

Argentina:

ISLAMIC CENTRE OF ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, (CENTRO ISLAMICO DE LA REPUBLICA ARGENTINA)

National Institute of Industrial Technology (INTI)

Australia:

AUSTRALIAN HALAL AUTHORITY & ADVISER(AHAA)
www.ahaa-services.com

PERTH MOSQUE INCORPORATED

ISLAMIC ASSOCIATION OF KATANNING

SUPREME ISLAMIC COUNCIL OF HALAL MEAT IN AUSTRALIA INC. (SICHMA)

HALAL CERTIFICATION AUTHORITY AUSTRALIA (HCAA)

ISLAMIC CO-ORDINATING COUNCIL OF VICTORIA (ICCV)

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL IMAMS COUNCIL (ANIC)
www.anic.org.au

Adelaide Mosque Islamic Society of South Australia

Al-Iman Islamic Society
Australian Federation of Islamic Councils Inc.

Australian Halal Development and Accreditation

Australian Halal Food Services

Global Halal Trade Centre Pty Ltd

Halal Australia Pty Ltd

Islamic Council of Western Australia

Muslim Association of Riverina Wagga Wagga Inc.

Western Australia Halal Authority

Islamic Council of Queensland Inc.

Halal certification - Australian Food and Grocery Council

Austria:

ISLAMIC INFORMATION AND DOCUMENTATION CENTER
www.iidc.at
www.iidc.eu

Bangladesh:

ISLAMIC FOUNDATION BANGLADESH, (BAITUL MOQARRAM NATIONAL MOSQUE)

Belgium:

HALAL FOOD COUNCIL OF EUROPE (HFCE)

Bosnia & Herzegovina:

AGENCY FOR HALAL QUALITY CERTIFICATION
www.halal.ba
Brazil:

FAMBRAS HALAL CERTIFICAÇÃO LTDA
Fambrashalal.com.br

CENTRO DE DIVULGAÇÃO DO ISLAM PARA AMÉRICA LATINA (CDIAL) / ISLAM DISSEMINATION CENTER FOR LATIN AMERICA

Brunei:

LEMBAGA MENGENLUARKAN PERMIT IMPORT HALAL, BAHAGIAN KAWALAN MAKANAN HALAL, JABATAN HAL EHWAL SYAR'IAH

Bulgaria:

Grand Mufti’s Office
https://www.grandmufti.bg/bg/home/2017-10-26-10-14-02.html

Canada:

HALAL MONTREAL CERTIFICATION AUTHORITY
www.halalmontreal.com

HALAL MONITORING AUTHORITY (HMA)
www.hmacanada.org

Chile:

CENTRO ISLAMICO DE CHILE
www.halal.cl
www.centroislamicodechile.cl
www.islamenchile.cl

China:

SHANDONG HALAL CERTIFICATION SERVICE (SHC)
www.ehalal.cn
CHINA ISLAMIC ASSOCIATION
www.chinaislam.net.cn

ARA HALAL CERTIFICATION SERVICES CENTRE INC.

LINXIA HALAL FOOD CERTIFICATION CENTRE (GANSU)
www.ixhalal.com

SHAANXI SHANG PIN YUAN, HALAL FOOD & RESTAURANT,
MANAGEMENT LIMITED COMPANY,

HALAL CERTIFICATION SERVICES CHONGQING(HCS)
www.chnhalal.com

Croatia:

CENTRE FOR HALAL QUALITY CERTIFICATION (CHQC)

Egypt:

EGYPTIAN ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION & QUALITY
(EOS)

France:

RITUAL ASSOCIATION OF LYON’S GREAT MOSQUE ( ASSOCIATION
RITUELLE DE LA GRANDE MOSQUÉE DE LYON )

Germany:

HALAL CONTROL GMBH INSPECTION AND CERTIFICATION BODY
www.halalcontrol.de

Ghana:
India:

HALAL INDIA PVT LTD  
www.halalindia.co.in

JAMIAT ULAMA HALAL FOUNDATION  
www.halalcommittee-jum.org

JAMIAT ULAMA-I-HIND HALAL TRUST  
www.jamiathalaltrust.org

Indonesia:

THE INDONESIAN COUNCIL OF ULAMA (MUI)  
www.halalmui.org

Iran:

ISLAMIC CHAMBER, RESEARCH & INFORMATION CENTER, (ICRIC).  
www.halalworld.org

Ireland:

ISLAMIC FOUNDATION OF IRELAND

Italy:

CO.RE.IS - HALAL ITALIA

WORLD HALAL AUTHORITY (WHA)  
www.wha-halal.org
Japan:

JAPAN MUSLIM ASSOCIATION

JAPAN HALAL ASSOCIATION (JHA)

JAPAN HALAL UNIT ASSOCIATION (JHUA)
www.japanhalalunitassociation.com

JAPAN ISLAMIC TRUST (JIT)

MUSLIM PROFESSIONAL JAPAN ASSOCIATION (MPJA)

NIPPON ASIA HALAL ASSOCIATION (NAHA)

JAPAN HALAL FOUNDATION (JHF)
www.japanhalal.or.jp

Jordan:

The Jordan Standards and Metrology Organization (JSMO)

Kazakhstan:

ASSOCIATION HALAL INDUSTRY OF KAZAKHSTAN (AHIK)

HALAL DAMU (HALAL DEVELOPMENT) LLP
www.halaldamu.kz

Halal Quality Center
www.hqc.kz

Kenya:

KENYA BUREAU OF HALAL CERTIFICATION (KBHC)
Korea:

KOREAN MUSLIM FEDERATION (KMF)

KOREA HALAL AUTHORITY CORPORATION (KHA)
www.koreahalal.kr

Lithuania:

UAB HALAL CONTROL LITHUANIA
www.halalcontrol.lt

Malaysia:

JABATAN KEMAJUAN ISLAM MALAYSIA (JAKIM)
www.islam.gov.my
www.halal.gov.my/v4/

Maldives:

MINISTRY OF ISLAMIC AFFAIRS

Morocco:

INSTITUT MAROCAIN DE NORMALISATION (IMANOR)
www.imanor.ma

The Netherlands/Holland:

CONTROL OFFICE OF HALAL SLAUGHTERING, B.V & HALAL QUALITY CONTROL
www.halaloffice.com
FOUNDATION HALAL CORRECT CERTIFICATION (TQHCC-TOTAL QUALITY HALAL CORRECT)
www.halalcorrect.com

HALAL FEED AND FOOD INSPECTION AUTHORITY (HFFIA)
www.halal.nl

New Zealand:

FEDERATION OF ISLAMIC ASSOCIATIONS OF NEW ZEALAND (FIANZ)
NEW ZEALAND ISLAMIC DEVELOPMENT TRUST (NZIDT)

Pakistan:

JAMEA MARKAZ ULOOM ISLAMIA MANSOORA (JMUIM)
PUNJAB HALAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY (PHDA)

Philippines:

ISLAMIC DA’WAH COUNCIL OF THE PHILIPPINES (IDCP)
www.idcphalal.com
www.halalislamicdawah-ph.com

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON MUSLIM FILIPINOS (NCMF)
www.hdiphilippineshalal.com

HALAL INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRIES OF THE PHILIPPINES, INC. (HICCIP)

Poland:

MUSLIM RELIGIOUS UNION IN POLAND (MRU)
www.halalpoland.pl
POLSKI INSTYTUT HALAL (POLISH INSTITUT OF HALAL)
www.institutehalal.com

Portugal:

INSTITUTO HALAL DE PORTUGAL (IHP)
www.halal.pt

Romania:

The Mufti of the Muslim Cult in Romania (Muftiatul Cultului Musulman din Romania)
http://www.muftiyat.ro

Islamic Cultural Center Foundation “Islam Today” Bucharest (Fundatia Centrul Cultural Islamic “Islamul Azi” Bucuresti)

Muslim Community of Bucharest (Comunitatea Musulmană din București)
www.musulman.ro
www.muftyat.ro
www.muftyat.ro
www.islam.ro

Singapore:

ISLAMIC RELIGIOUS COUNCIL OF SINGAPORE (MUIS)
www.halal.sg

South Africa:

NATIONAL INDEPENDENT HALAAL TRUST
www.halaal.org.za

SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL HALAL AUTHORITY (SANHA)

MUSLIM JUDICIAL COUNCIL HALAAL TRUST (MJCHT)
www.mjchalaaltrust.co.za

Spain:
THE HALAL INSTITUTE OF SPAIN (JUNTA ISLÁMICA)
www.institutohalal.com

HALAL FOOD AND QUALITY (HFQ)
www.halalfoodquality.com

Sri Lanka:

HALAL ACCREDITATION COUNCIL (GUARANTEE) LIMITED
Wwws.hac.lk

Switzerland:

HALAL CERTIFICATION SERVICES
www.halalcs.org

Taiwan:

TAIWAN HALAL INTEGRITY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (THIDA)

Thailand:

THE CENTRAL ISLAMIC COMMITTEE OF THAILAND (CICOT)

Tunisia:

INSTITUT NATIONAL DE LA NORMALISATION ET DE LA PROPRIETE INDUSTRIELLE (INNORPI)

Turkey:

KAS ULUSLARARASI SERTIFIKASYON, GÖZ. TEK. KONT. HIZM. LTD. STI., (KASCERT INTERNATIONAL)

ASSOCIATION FOR THE INSPECTION AND CERTIFICATION OF FOOD AND SUPPLIES (GIMDES)
Turk Standartlari Enstitusu
Helal Akreditasyon Kurumu
Dunya Helal Birligi
HEDEM
ADL
HELALDER
Nissert Uluslararasi
Szutest
Taksim Danismanlik
Asan Danismanlik
Ukraine:

LLC CERTIFICATION CENTER “HALAL”

United Arab Emirates:

EMIRATES AUTHORITY FOR STANDARDIZATION & METROLOGY (ESMA)
www.esma.gov.ae

United Kingdom:

HALAL CERTIFICATION EUROPE (HCE) THE MUSLIM FOOD BOARD (UK)
www.halalce.com

HALAL FOOD AUTHORITY
United States of America:

ISLAMIC FOOD AND NUTRITION COUNCIL OF AMERICA (IFANCA)
www.ifanca.com

ISLAMIC SERVICES OF AMERICA (ISA)
www.isahalal.com

AMERICAN HALAL FOUNDATION (AHF)
halalfoundation.org

Vietnam:

HALAL CERTIFICATION AGENCY VIETNAM (HCA)
www.halal.vn